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About
Christopher and Andrew have been a dedicated congress photographers for over 12

years. As renowned regulars, we skillfully navigate the congress centers of Europe
documenting the everyday hustle, the evening galas and side events. 

Next to capturing the mood and the most important moments from when the doors
open, we also offer speaker portraits to be used in subsequent publications, as well as

the atmosphere of side- and evening events.

We create visual narratives that define the multifaceted nature of your congress, leaving
an indelible mark on both organizers and participants.
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CIRSE (Cardiovascular and interventional radiological society of Europe) 

ECIO (European conference on interventional oncology)

EBIR (European board of interventional radiology)

ECR (European congress of radiology)

EAN (European academy of neurology)

Comsult Vienna

The Regulars
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Christopher Klettermayer

Christopher has been working as a photographer since
2007. Starting out in photojournalism, he worked on
assignments in places such as India, Afghanistan and
Pakistan, Over the years he explored various fields of
photography; from fashion to art-reproduction. Yet with
age came responsibility and family, so instead of seeking
the thrills abroad, he now focuses on capturing the moods
and atmosphere of congresses across Europe.

www.klettermayer-art.com
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Andrew Rinkhy

Andrew has worked throughout Europe, North America
and Asia on various portraiture and environmental
documentary projects. 
He specialises in hand-crafted, individualised portraiture
and photographic storytelling and is always looking
forward to the next adventure, be it big or small. Andrew
was born and raised in Vancouver, Canada and is currently
based in Vienna, Austria. He is available for hire wherever a
plane, train, ship, rickshaw or his own legs can take him.

www.andrewrinkhy.com
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